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Bemays To Visit Grand Valley Benefit For Indian Resistance
By Lesley T urner
Guest W riter
Edward L. Bemays, the "Father of 
Public Relations" will pay Grand 
Valley State College a special visit 
Tuesday, 18 March at 4:00 pm in 132 
Lake Huron Hall. Bemays will speak 
informally with students, faculty, and 
the media about the communications 
Field and his public relations career, he 
will then respond to questions from the 
audience.
Bemays began his career seventy-plus 
years ago and at 94 years of age he 
continues to make six public speaking 
appearances per year, each in a different 
country. Bemays has assumed many 
roles throughout his lengthy career, 
such as; author, journalist, lecturer, 
press agent, public relations counsel, 
and more. Bemays is probably best 
known for his pioneer work in the field 
of public relations. He was the first to 
refer to himself as a public relations 
counsel rather than as a press agent, the 
term used for men and women who 
performed public relations work at the 
turn of the century.
In 1923 bemays published his book, 
Crystallizing Public Opinion, the first 
to be written about public relations. 
Bemays has since written a host of 
other books dealing with public 
relations and related areas.
Bemays' many clients have included 
Enrico Caruso, Henry Miller, the 
Diaghilev Ballet, the United Fruit 
Company, General M otors, the 
American Tobacco Company, and the 
American Nurse’s Association. Bemays 
has served several U nited  States 
Presidents, opened Green Field Village 
with Thomas Edison, worked for the 
Creel Committee during World War I, 
and during World War II declined an 
offer to work with Adolf Hitler for the 
Nazi campaign.
Bemays' presentation promises to be 
an entertaining and informative one. All 
students and faculty are welcome and 
encouraged to attend this very special 
event sponsored by the Grand Valley 
School of Communications. There is 
no charge for this presentation.
On Thursday, March 27, at 6:00pm 
at St. Andrew's Hall, 431 E. Congress, 
leaders of the Dineh nation, along with 
Larry Anderson and Vernon Belcourt of 
the American Indian Movement, will be 
speaking in Detroit at a public benefit.
The benefit is part of an 11-city tour 
to build support for resistance to the 
forced relocation of more that 16,000 
Dineh(Navajo) and Hopi people from 
their Native homelands in Big 
M ountain, A rizona. T he U .S. 
government has set July 7, 1986* as the 
eviction date and is planning to use 
military forces for the removal.
Public Law 93-531', which Congress 
passed in 1974 and which mandates the 
removal, has been called an act of 
genocide and is being fought by the 
Big Mountain Tribal Elders Council of 
the Dineh nation. Behind P.L. 93-531 
is the Peabody Coal Company, a 
subsidiary of the Kennecott 
Corporation, and its plans to exploit 
the resource-rich Big Mountain Area
The Detroit program on March 27 
his already received wide support. The
Detroit Host Committee includes 
Congressman Qeorge W. Crockett, 
111, Detroit City Councilwoman 
Maryann Mahaffey, Tom Turner, 
President of the Metropplitan-DetroTt 
AFL-CIO, Rev. Dr. Jim Holly of Little 
Rock Baptist Church, and the North 
American Indian Association of Detroit, 
among many others.
"This-program will be an important 
and unique opportunity for those in the 
Detroit area to show support foe the 
on-going struggles of Native-peoples 
against U.S government policy. The 
poor and working people of Michigan, 
themselves under attack by the Reagan 
Administration, feel a bond of solidarity 
with the Dineh and Hopi people," said 
Deborah Johnson of the Detroit All 
Peoples Congress.
The 16-day national tour is sponsored 
by the International Indian Treaty 
Council, The Big Mountain Support 
Group, and the All Peoples Congress/ 
People's Anti-War Mobilization. Call 
(313) 965 007
State Approves Funds
The state has given final approval to 
the preliminary plans for Grand Valley 
State s Grand Rapids Center. Last week 
the Joint Capital Outlay Subcommittee 
sanctioned the $20.9 million in state 
funding for the project that was 
previously approved by Governor 
Blanchard and the legislature.
The committee's okay is the final 
step in the state approval process," said 
David Sharphorn, GVSC’s State 
Relations Director. "The state retains 
the $20 9 million of approved funds and 
will disperse them to us upon our 
■-uhniission of appropriate bills relating 
ti. the prt >jeu
The colleges next step toward the 
realization of the new facility on the 
west bank of the Grand River is to 
prepare construcuon bidding documents
V*e hope to bid the project out this 
spring and break ground for the new 
bunding in the summer," Sharphorn 
'aid Grand Valley expects the new 
laulits to be completed by the winter 
19b)< semester
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Opportunities For Summer Jobs
The Student Employment Office will 
be hosting the seventh annual Summer 
Employment Extravaganza in the 
Kirkhof Center Promenade Deck on 
Wednesday, March 19 from 11a.m. to 
3p.m. Approximately 50 employers 
with potential openings totalling over 
1000 will be available to talk to 
students about summer jobs. Among 
those represented will be Cedar Point, 
Domino's Pizza, Mackinac Hotel & 
Conference Center, Point West Inn. S. 
Abraham & Sons and United Parcel 
Service, along with a number of camps, 
temporary services and others. Several 
campus departments employing for the 
summer will also be represented.
Due to special circumstances, 
students interested in interviewing with 
Mackinac Hotel and Conference Center 
should contact the Financial 
Aid Student Employment Office by
Friday, March 14.
Some employers will be seeking 
students who qualify for the summer 
College Work-Study Program. These 
include the Grand Rapids Urban Corps, 
Department of Natural Resources, and 
GVSC. Students interested in applying 
for work-study posiuons should discuss 
job opportunities with these employers 
on the 19th and contact Sheila Klemm 
or Bonnie Visser in the Financial 
Aids/Student Employment Office for 
details.
According to Arlene Rahn. a 
facilities management major who is 
this year s Student Project Coordinator, 
"we are very optimistic about the 
summer job outlook because of the 
enthusiastic response from the 
employers and have tried to make 
changes to accommodate a large volume 
of student job-seekers "
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Insider's View of Chrysler Corp.
By Marge Wangbichler
Staff W riter
George Chomakos, Director of 
Manufacturing Services - Body and 
Assembly Operations, will speak on 
the Grand Valley campus, on March 13 
at 2:30pm in room 132 of Lake Huron 
Hall.
Chomakos' presentation, entitled 
"Iacocca's Teamwork Effort to Turn 
Chrysler Around - An Insider's View," 
is being sponsored by Delta Sigma Pi, 
a professional, coed business fraternity. 
The purpose of Delta Sigma Pi is to 
offer students a means to enhance their 
education through guest speakers and 
professional business tours.
Chomakos joined the Chrysler 
Corporation in 1959 as part of the 
Corporate Purchasing Staff. He was 
appointed Labor Relations and 
Compensation Supervisor - Marine and 
Industrial Products Division in 1964; 
Division Personel Manager - Marine 
and Industrial Products Division in 
1968; Director of Marketing - Amplex 
Division in 1978; General Sales 
Manager - Amplex Division's Marine 
Operajjtps in 1981; President - Marine 
and f^Pustrial Products in 1982; 
President - Marine and Industrial 
Products and Diversified Sales in 1983;
G.V. Estab-
Director - Diversified Sales and 
Operations in 1984; and appointed 
Director of Manufacturing Services - 
Body and Assembly Operations in 
1985.
The Professional Activities 
Committee, and faculty advisor Jim 
Wolter, for Delta Sigma Pi arranged for 
Mr. Chomakos to speak. All students 
and faculty are welcome and encouraged 
to attend.
**An error was made regarding the Rector of the University of Sarajevo 
who is to receive an honorary doctorate at the 1986 Commencement.
Professor Bozidar Matic will receive the award.
Dr. Petar Mandic, who was incorrectly identified as the rector, is on an 
exchange visit at GVSC. The Lanthorn regrets this error.
**In an editorial by Henry Hardy entitled Bondage, Anyone7, the Slave 
Auction was inadvertently attributed to the Program Board, when it was 
ihc sole responsibility of the Pi Kappa Phi Fraternity. The Lanthorn 
regrets ant ertibarassment caused the Program Board.
Family 
Restaraunt
Your hosts: Vern Bohl & Chris Boetsma 
Banquet room s available fo r  all occasions
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N E W S  N O T E S
GQP Gubernatorial Candidate 
Forum at GVSC 
Notice-Date Changed:
The February 18, 1986 GOP candidates 
forum has been changed to March 
18,1986.
The three Republican candidates will 
attend the event being sponsered by the 
College Republican Federation of 
Michigan, Ottawa County Republican 
Committee and Sigma Phi Epsilon 
Fratemity/GVSC.
The event will take place at the Calder 
Fine Arts Center, on the campus of 
Grand Valley State College, starting at 
12:30 p.m.
Livingston County businessman Dick 
Chrysler, Wayne County Executive Bill 
Lucas, and Oakland County Executive 
Dan Murphy have confirmed they will 
attend this event.
For more information contact David 
Conklin: 363-1993
Thursday. M arch 13
Dan Peek, former lead singer for the 
rock group "America", will be 
appearing in a solo performance at 
Grand Valley State. The show will 
begin at 9p.m. in the Calder Fine Arts 
Center. Admission is free. See related 
story in this issue.
Saturday* March 15,1986
Students from over 50 area schools will 
gather on Grand Valley State's campus 
for the regional competition of the 
Science Olympiad, a national academic 
contest for middle school and high 
school students. Winners will compete 
at the state level in April and winners 
there will go on to the national’ 
competition in May.
GRAND VALLEY STATE 
COLLEGE LLNCHBREAK 
SERIES
WINTER SEMESTER - 1986
March 17 - ROBERT HILL, 
CLARINETIST - Acclaimed as a solo 
artist by Lorin Maazel and Leonard 
Bernstein Exceptional talent.
March 27 - LIAISON ENSEMBLE • 
Vocal and instrumental music, such as 
heard in the courts of Richard the 
Lionhearted and Philip the Good. A 
midieval play, semi-costumed, "Robin 
and Marion "
i d lurdav, A p ril 19. 1986 - 3:00 
Siudeni Recital Patricia I.ee. soprano 
and John Ignaiowski. piano 
Louis Armstrong Theatre, ('aider tine 
Arts Center Grand Valles State 
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from Toward a Christian Economic 
Ethic: Stewardship and Social Power by 
P.L. Pemberton and D.R. Finn. 
Professor Gonce will provide an 
introduction intended to stimulate 
audience discussion. He expects sharp 
differences in opinion to arise. 
Refreshments will be served. Students 
are especially welcome.
Planned Parenthood
Did you know men are welcome at 
Planned Parenthood? Our Grand Rapids 
clinics provide men with free packets of 
information and three varieties of 
Japanese and American condoms. There 
are male and female educators to 
privately discuss your concerns in such 
areas as birth control, sexually 
transmitted disease, and other sexuality 
concerns, come alone or with your 
female partner to one of our clinics, or 
call 774-7005 for more information.
Phi Kappa Phi - Honors 
Program • Research & 
Dmtopmgnl Center 
Seminar
TUESDAY. MARCH 25. 1986 
3:00p.m. 255 Lake Superior Hall 
Richard Gonce of the Economics 
Department will lead discussion on 
THE CHRISTIAN CHURCHES AND 
ECONOMIC REFORM 
This will be based on issues derived
Student Senate - wishes to thank 
those students who donated to the 
Challenger Crew Charity.
If You D o n ’t K now
DIAMONDS
K now  Your J e w e le r
For special prices on diamonds, watches 
& jewelry, visit your nearest
Downtown, Rogers Plaza, 
North Kent, and Woodland
T est y o u r s e l f .
W h i c h  e a r l y  p r e g n a n c y  test  is as 
easy in  read  as red,  n o  -  w h i t e ,  yes?
W h i t  h is ,  i s i m p l e  o n e - s t e p  lest?
W h i t  ft has <i d r a m a t i c  < o l o r  t h a ng e  
i t i  m a k e  the  re s u l t s  u n m i s t a k a b l e ' . ’
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4 FINE STOREsTd BETTER*: 
HELP YOU! 5
51 Monroe Mall N.W. 3150 Plainfield 
1533 Wealthy S.E. 2883 Wilson, Grandville
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MtLTIM . IN THk "STADIUM' HlX'M 
Ol THt GOALPOST RtSTAUKANT 
'I LAkk MICHIGAN DRIVE. At I ! \ P \ ,
%
To the students and faculty of Grand Valley State 
College. The members at the Grand Valley OCkC 
wish io extend an open invitation to anyone who 
would like to worship our Heavenly Father with us.
Services 10 ajn. - 7 pan.
Sunday Scnooi for ah ages 11 : lo .
Ii transportation needed, PLcASL call 895-0554 or 
077-5834.
Family Health Care 
at its Best
j  f  ANDALE MEDICAL CENTER 
3950 Lake Michigan Dr., N.W 
Grand Rapids, MI 49 504
Or. Norman Weber, D.O. 
Dr. Earle Reynolds, D.O. 
Dr. Hoy Hulson, D.O.
Allergies
Laboratory
X-rays
Obstetrics
Minor Surgery 
Pediatrics 
Physical Theypy 
Gynecology
Physician on call at all times, call 453-2429
7 m in u te s  east o f  cam p u s
Mon-Fri 9 30-5 00
Mon. evenings 6 00-9 00 
Sat 9:30-12:00
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Opinion
Oranthetically Speaking: 
The Red Peace Sign
By Oran Rankin
Editor
1 left my apartment to walk about 
campus and enjoy the spring-like 
weather. I was hoping to find 
something to write about, my pen was 
idle for most of the afternoon and I 
needed inspiration.
The first thing I noticed was the sad 
Volkswagon Bug abandoned in the 
comer of the residence hall parking lot. 
It seemed lonely, with its pathetic 
smashed face staring blankly at the 
other cars still involved in civilization.
But 1 passed it up, I was after 
something more optimistic. I soon 
entered the side door of the men's wing 
of Robinson, and I noticed some new 
grafitti. I began to walk past it with a 
shrug, but did a double take, for it was 
a bright .red peace sign. Instantly, a 
strange mixture of feelings raced across 
my mind. Rationality told me to be 
disappointed; upset by the fact that it 
was a destructive and immature prank.
But the phantom artist painted a 
peace sign! There are over 55,000 
thermonuclear bombs pointed this way 
and that, and somehow someone 
managed to paint a peace sign!
What a marvelous thing to do. 
Bombarded with perhaps the most 
violent TV entertainment in the world, 
somebody remembered the shape of the 
peace sign.
What a stubborn thing to do. There
are currently about 45 wars in progress, 
but some undaunted person had the 
audacity to paint a peace sign.
What an optimistic thing to do. Our 
entire economic system is based upon 
competition and exploitation between 
our own citizens, and, my goodness, 
here is a call for peace in red dye on the 
wall.
What a friendly thing to do. PEACE 
calls the sign, sprayed to greet everyone 
who enters without prejudice.
What a courageous thing to do. A 
campus cop might have walked in, with 
a loaded gun at her side, and arrested the 
caller for madly spraying PEACE!
What a desperate thing to do. 
Thousands of children are abused every 
day around the globe, but the 
anonymous vandal demands peace 
anyway.
What a triumphant thing to do. The 
human soul really is capable of peace, 
summed up in the circular perfectness 
of the simple symbol.
But, mainly, what a warm thing to 
do. 1 continued up the stairs with a 
smile on my face, my spirit elevated by 
an unknown artist with a can of red 
spray paint
PEACE'
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B ob E n g le h a rt
The Hartford Courant
Copley News ServiceNotes from A© mdtergroiM:
Why mandatory drug testing is corporate mind control
Henry E. H ardy
A ssistant E ditor
The discovery o f a drug capable o f increasing the average 
individual's psychic energy, and its wide distribution throughout 
the U. S. S. R., would probably mean the end o f Russia's form of 
government. Generalized intelligence and mental alertness are the 
most powerful enemies o f dictatorship and at the same time the 
basic conditions of effective democracy.
•Aldous Huxley 
author of "Brave New World"
Government contracts should not be awarded Jo companies that 
fail to implement drug programs, including suitable drug testing.
-final report of by President Reagan's 
Commission on Organized Crime
Certain psychedelic chemicals have the ability to produce in the 
user a state of mind similar to that sometimes achieved by 
religious mystics. President Ronald Reagan’s government has 
stooped to dishonest tactics reminiscent of the Watergate era of 
Republican corruption in order to enforce universal mandatory 
corporate drug testing. These plans, if implemented, would amount 
to universal mind control regulations prohibiting the use of drugs 
capable of leading to states of mind not approved by the State and 
its corporations.
The portion of the final report of the President's Commission on 
Organized Crime which was released on March 3, 1986, called for 
universal mandatory drug testing to be implemented by all 
corporations and government agencies in the United States. 
However, this recommendation was never approved by the 
Commission.
In fact, the President's Commission never even saw the version 
of the report which included the statement quoted at the beginning 
of this article until after the report had been released. In a front page 
article on Thursday, March 6, 1986, the New York Times revealed 
that several members of the commission never approved of, or were 
ever informed of, the section on drug testing which was published 
by the White House as their "final report."
One coriservative panel member, Readers Digest Senior Editor 
Eugene Methvin of McLean, Virginia, said that he and the other 
members of the commission never saw the final version of the 
report and never met to discuss the final version of the report, 
although they had asked to meet and discuss this report and the 
others to be issued in their name.
Commission members were told by the White House that there 
was no more money available for them to meet and discuss the 
final version of the report which was to be issued in their name 
Methvin was quoted by the New York Times as saying that he had 
been told that, "they didn't have enough money," to pay travel 
expences for the commission members to meet The "poor 
financial planning and mismanagement" was "unforgivable," 
Methvin said.
Thomas McBride, a member of ihe commission who is also 
Associate Dean of the Stanford Law Schorl, said, "I found that two 
key phrases had been inserted in the final version that 1 had not 
seen." He added that the two phrases both refered to the drug testing 
proposal.
Charles H Rogovin, a commission member who is Professor of 
Law at Temple University in Philadelphia, said that, in addition to 
the quote afrom the commission report at the beginning of this 
article, that the following language had been inserted into the report 
without the knowledge or approval of the commissioners: "The 
President should direct the heads of all Federal agencies to 
formulate immediately clear policy statements, with implementing 
guidelines, including suitable drug tesung programs "
Thus, the most controversial element of the commissions 
report, which delt with drug testing, was never approved, or even 
seen, by all of the members of the commission in whose name it 
was issued. But, is the proposal a good idea?
Many drugs which affect the mind, such as caffine, alcohol, and 
Valium, are legal. It is primariiy those psychedelic drugs which 
may lead to the experience of "illumination" or "enlightenment", 
which are discouraged.
While it is certainly true that drugs such as psylocybin and LSD 
have profound effects, there is no clear evidence that tjhey are more 
harmful or addictive than alcohol or cigarettes. These drugs are 
banned because of their ability to produce states of mind which are 
forbidden by the State, at least when they are achieved with the 
help of drugs.
"LSD...lowers the barrier between conscious and subconscious 
and permits the patient to look more deeply and understanding^ 
into the recesses of his own mind," wrote philosopher and author 
Aldous Huxley. "The deepening of self-knowledge takes place 
against a background of visionary and even mystical experience. 
Thus a person who takes LSD or mescaline may suddenly 
understand -  not only intellectually but organically, experiencially 
-  the meaning of such tremendous religious religious affirmations 
as 'God is love'...It goes without saying that this kind of temporary 
transcendence is no guarentee of permanent enlightenment or a 
lasting improvement of conduct."
Such experiences lead one to question the official versions of 
reality that one is taught by the church, advertising, and the State 
run school system. Why buy a Buick when trips to other worlds 
and states of consciousness cost only a few dollars? Why tune in to 
Jerry Falwell and his fellow bigotted perverters of Christianity 
when God can talk to you in your own brain?
"It sometimes will happen that your individual identity will 
dissappear," wrote the French poet Baudilaire in 1858, "and the 
objectivity characteristic of ihe pantheistic poets will develop so 
unusually within you, that the mere contemplation of external 
objects will cause you to soon forget your own existence, and 
become inextricably fused with theirs. Your eye fastens upon a tree 
that sings as it is bent by the wind; in a few seconds, something 
that would be a most natural comparison in the poet's mind, will 
become a reality in yours." (from the Poem of Hashish, in 
Artificial Paradise, 1860)
It is undeniable that there are dangers in experimenting with 
altered states of consciousness. But there can also be great benefits. 
Shouldn't the decision of whether or not to use psychedelic 
chemicals be left up to the individual and not to the whims of the 
State and the corporations?
We are willing as a nation to risk the lives of our astronauts and 
teachers in the quest for knowledge of outer space. Shouldn't we 
encourage the expolration of inner space as well, despite the 
dangers?
In the words of psychologist and philosopher William James, 
who provided the inspiration for Grand Valley's own William 
James College:
Some years ago I myself made some observations on this aspe> t 
of nitrous oxide intoxication, and reported them in print One 
conclusion »u j force upon my mind at that time, and m  
impression of us truth has ever since remained unshaken h  is thai 
our normal consciousness, our waking consciousness as we call it 
is but one special type of conciousness. whilst all about it. parted 
from it by the filmiest o f screens, there lie potential forms of 
consciousness entirely different We mils go through life,without 
suspecting their existence, but apply the requisit stimulus, and at a 
touch they are there in all their completeness definite types of 
mentality which probably somew here base their field of application 
and adaptation No account o f the universe in us totality can V 
final which leaves these other forms o f cons, lousness quite 
disregarded. How to regard them is the question -- for they are y 
discontinuous with ordinary slates of consciousness Yet they rrui\ 
determine attitudes though they cannot furnish formulas, and open 
a region though they fail to give a map At any rale they forbid a 
premature closing of our accounts with reality
William James 
The Varieties o f Religious Experience, 1902
r*
Letters The Lan thorn, 12 March 1986, Page 5.
Editor's Note:
Due to the huge amount of letters 
this week, some will be withheld from 
publication until next week.
To the Editor:
I would like to make one correction 
to Susan Newmans otherwise excellent 
report on the Latin American panel 
(Lanthorn 27 February, page one). The 
Soviet Union, in my view, is no more 
the cause of indigenous Latin American 
conflict than is the United States. But 
from the stand point of American 
interest, this violence is dangerous 
because it invites Soviet intervention 
obviously aimed at building up a 
strategic threat to our "soft underbelly". 
Therefore, rather than wasting our 
energies on an endless series of Latin 
American crises, we should first seek to 
distract Soviet energies. Opportunities 
for this abound, from Poland to 
Afghanistan, if only we have the will 
to exploit them. Until Soviet 
imperialism is halted, such aid as we 
can give to Latin America will be 
increasingly of the unproductive 
military variety, rather than the peaceful 
assistance both we and our Latin 
neighbors prefer.
Edward Cole
To the Editor:
The Michigan State Senate will soon 
vote on two bills passed by the State 
House, regarding the investment ot 
state dollars in corporations that do 
business in South Africa. Bills HB4770 
and 4771 would require the state to 
withdraw monies that belong to the 
public pension fund of state personnel 
such as teachers, professors, and other 
public employees. The proposed 
legislation, headed by democrat Perry 
Bullard, outlines a five year 
disinvestment plan of over 2.3‘ 
billion public pension dollars which 
help fuel the minority governments in 
South Africa.
Advocates for the legislation believe 
that state dollars should not be used, 
directly or indirectly, to support a 
government which mandates by 
constitution the system of Aparthied. 
Supporters also site the dangers of 
investing in an unstable country. 
Despite the high return received from 
South African investments, the state s 
public employees stand to lose a lot of 
money in the event of a government 
overthrow. In such an event, the 
taxpayers would be the ones to pick up 
the expenses of lost pension dollars.
As we have just witnessed in the 
Phtllipines, suppressed people will not 
remain suppressed forever Michigan 
cannot afford to risk the loss of 2.3 
billion dollars
What can you do to help in the 
battle1 Your first step is to decide to 
care. Your second step is to contact 
your state senator and ask him or her to 
support HB4770 and 477 1
If you would like more information 
regarding these bills please contact me 
at the Student Senate office or call 
895-3231
Dale E. Robinson 
Student Senate President
To the Editor:
A taxi driver in Manila was quoted, 
saving, "It's a new day, a really new 
day." His comment came Wednesday 
morning after Marcos and his family
and his aides fled the Philippine Islands 
to Guam.
I like reading how a nation rejoiced 
in having a burden of oppression lifted 
from i t  The situation kind of reminded 
me of when Dorothy melted the Wicked 
Witch of the West in the Wizard of Qz. 
All of the witch's guards and flying 
monkeys who had followed her for so 
long were suddenly overwhelmed with a 
hew freedom.
I don't want to take away from the 
happiness that the Filipino people were 
experiencing. But, I feel that they 
were, in a way, immature in dealing 
with their excitment. Trashing the 
palace is not the way to constructively 
and maturely celebrate.
Aquino is a wonderful statement in 
the form of a human being. She is 
inspiring. She shows that pressing on 
and on for justice will have, not 
miraculous, but fair, hard-working 
results.
I'm glad that President Reagan 
stepped in at getting Marcos out of 
office. I think the Filipinos eventually 
would have driven Marcos out, but not 
nearly as soon as with Reagan's help.
Chris Wheeler
W elcome G.V- 
Students : “
Shampoo Hair-cut Style 
.360 Baldwin $11 value only $6
Jenison, Ml 49428 Bring Coupon phone
Boulder Bluff Plaza o r ■ (616) 457-0940 
Student Card
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Allendale Wesleyan 
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Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
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sharing here"
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Evening Worship 6:00 p.m."
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Living
At Large
Ellen
Goodman
Three cheers for Cory
B O ST O N --In  D ecem ber, a 
soft-spoken woman named Corazon 
Aquino said to an American reporter, 
"What on earth do I know about being 
president?" Two months later, the 
same woman was president
The weeks jn between were 
remarkable ones that filled the pages of 
our political album with powerful 
images. A crowd of Filipinos forming 
a human barrier against tanks. A still 
life of an uneaten bowl of caviar left on 
the dining-room table by a fleeing ruler. 
A wide-angle shot of Americans 
expressing relief that for once we were 
on the side of the good guys. But most 
remarkable was the portrait, seen in 
time-lapse photographs, of the woman 
in the yellow dress becoming a leader.
In the weeks ahead, some may trace a 
line from her childhood to her 
presidency. A teacher in Philadelphia 
points to the good omens in her good 
grades. College friends in New York
read prophecies into the yearbook- 
captions. But the reality is that Cory 
Aquino’s path to power was a widow's 
walk, not entirely unlike the one that 
other women have taken.
Until the death of her husband, Cory 
Aquino's highest political post had been 
that of courier to her husband's prison 
cell and hostess to his inner circle of 
allies. If she had aspired to office at all, 
it was to the office of first lady.
It was only when the man she had 
stood behind was murdered that she was 
forced into the spotlight. She inherited 
the family business.
This most reluctant candidate-"I am 
not a politician"-took on Ferdinand 
Marcos in order to carry on her 
husband’s work. Inevitably, she made 
that work her own. At the beginning 
of the campaign she was a symbol of 
her husband's martyrdom. At the end 
she was a symbol of her own bravery. 
She began as Mrs. Benigno Aquino and
ended as "Cor-y!", Cor-y!"
I don't pretend to know whether Cory 
Aquino will be as successful in office 
as she was in the pursuit of it. If it is 
one leap from symbol to leader, it is 
another from leader to ruler. But I do 
not find myself as fubious of her 
chances as many others.
Cory Aquino was hardly installed in 
office and Ferdinand Marcos had hardly 
landed in Hawaii before the first 
doubters began. It was one thing to be 
popular, they said, quite another to be 
strong. The questions asked in 
Washington corridors and on television 
talk- shows came in elaborate and 
familiar code words. Is she tough 
enough? Can she handle it? Can a 
former housewife rule 50-million 
people?
Home economics may not be the 
preferred background fo r'a  political 
education. But listening to these 
doubters I thought o f a  time, not that
President
CORAZON AQUINO
What are the odds against her success 
as president? In December, some of the 
oddsmakers bet that Cory Aquino 
wouldn't even live through the election. 
In January, they bet she'd lose handily. 
In February, they bet that Marcos 
would successfully steal the election. 
Yet this "widow" steered her people on 
a safe course between defeat and civil 
war. This "housewife" beat Ferdinand 
Marcos. The odds are evening up.
See C ory pg 8
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Rodd Monts
You deserve a 
Break today
It happens every year. We wait for it. We 
save for it. We excercise (well some of us) so 
that we look good in our new outfits. Spring 
Break. Did you have fun?
Those poor people in Florida. They are 
beseiged each year by millions of party crazed 
college students invading from the North. Why 
do we have Spring Breaks? These brief layoffs 
are like CBS Late Night Movies, which are not 
always movies, and don't come on that late.
Spring Breaks never seem to come during 
spring, unless you compare them to springtime 
in Alaska. Yet people find solice in flocking to 
Florida's crowded beaches to get so tan they tum 
red, and all the skin peels off. Gee, what a way 
to spend a ... break.
1 decided to head East to enjoy my week off -u 
wasn't Spring there either. I could not believe it 
was cold. I brought shorts for nothing. 
Washington D C. was my destination 1 was 
scared to fly there, because the only flight I could 
get was on TWA, so some friends and 1 decided 
to drive (I have heard quite a bit about those 
hijackings you know). Never again The scenic 
route wasn't toe scenic. Well, Maryland was, but
we had to pass through several states before we 
got there.
Once we arrived in D.C. I was impressed. It 
was my first visit to our nation's capital, but I 
didn't go as a tourist. I was there for one 
reason-Party! Georgetown, Howard, U of D.C., 
LI of Virginia, and U of Maryland, all within an 
hour's worth of roadtrip.
1 had a lot of fun. I partied for my friends at 
home, and I hung out for those who couldnt 
hang.
My only regret is that only seven days after my 
departure I was forced to return to this grim 
rea li ty .  Grand Valley .back to 
home-sweet-home, be it ever so humble. 
Monday's rain set a somber reflective mood. The 
drab gray overcast sky haunted the memories of 
the previous weeks festivities. It is over, as 
quickly as it began. All that remains is a host of 
coconut skinned preps strolling about campus, 
that is unless their skin is beginning to peel, of 
course.
Gee, 1 can t wait until next year rolls around, 
and we get another Spring Break
Essay: Realizing what MLK Day means
The fo llow ing is a presentation of U L k  J r  
Day Contest winning composition
By V icki R usch
G uest W riter
1 vaguely remember the bus driver standing tall 
and inflating his lungs then roaring, "Move to the 
back now!” I had never been beyond the third seat 
on this bus, but I had heard the stories of what
could happen if you sat in the back So 1 had no 
choice, 1 moved to the back of the bus with the 
How of other students. The bus began to slowly 
move down the dm roads in a small town outside 
of Detroit. 1 found myself stuffed in a seat that 
was two seats ahead of the last on the bus 1 sat 
timidly, try ing not to breathe any deeper then the 
depth of a fingernail and praying the bus wouldn t 
See Meaning pg 9
H a irlo it Tanning Room
Well make you feel beautiful all over 
Special $45 per package of 10 with coupon 
regular $6 pel visit
Call 895 7151 - Hairloft, near the Goalpcat
erry Street 
Plasma Center
645 Cherry S.E 
454 8251
Hours to r donations 
M - Th 7 a.m.-4: 15 p.m.
T & F b a.m.-3:30 p.m.
Closed Wednesdays
(HELP OTHERS & RECEIVE A 
$10 BONUS WITH YOUR 
fFIR ST PLASMA DONATION, 
PLUS THIS COUPON
$7 for firs ' sit during the week 
$ 12 fu r  secoiid visit during th e  w eek  
Earn e x tra  in co m e weekly by d o n a tin g  p lasm a
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Canadian Ballet comes to GVSC
Living —-----
Former "America" lead 
singer to appear
By Rodd Monts
Features Editor
Dan Peek, former lead singer for the. 
rock group "America", will be 
appearing at GVSC on Thursday, 
March 13.
Peek left "America” in 1978. Before 
he departed the group he had earned two 
number one singles (in two countries) 
and a Grammy Award, all before he 
reached the age of 20. With Peek at 
lead vocalist, the group recorded eight 
gold albums, four of which went 
platinum. America was the first group 
to be awarded a platinum album by 
Warner Brothers. In addition to these 
albums, the group also produced many 
classic hit singles such as "Ventura 
Highway", "Horse With No Name", 
"Lonely People^ "Tin Man", and "I 
Need You".
Cory cont
long ago, when a simple man named 
Lech Walesa became a leader of his 
people. When people wondered about 
his potential, did anyone say, "But he's 
just an electrician?"
More recently, when Indira Gandhi 
was killed, her son Rajiv, a candidate as 
apolitical, as inexperienced, as reluctant 
as Cory Aquino was catapulted into her 
"place. How often did the
Peek released his first solo album, 
"All Things are Possible", in 1979. 
His music has changed to become more 
contemporary, but it continues to be 
quality work. "All Things" rode 
Billboard's Top 40 charts for 34 weeks, 
and received a Grammy nomination.
After relishing in the success of his 
first album, Peek took a four year 
layoff from recording. He recently 
ended his recess with the release of 
"Doer of the Word”, his second solo 
album, which was second on 
Contemporary Christian Music Charts
for two months. Peek also reached the 
charts with singles "Holy Spirit", and 
"Redeemer”. He is currently recording 
his third album, at the conclusion of 
which he will begin a tour of the 
United States and Canada.
from pg 7
correspondents ask Rajiv whether an 
airline pilot could be a prime minister? 
Is a pilot or. an electrician better 
qualified for leadership than a 
homemaker and a mother of five?
Maybe I have seen too many women 
who have taken that widow's walk into 
a whole other life. Maybe I have seen 
something familiar in Cory Aquino’s 
transition, the way hard-earned
Gwynne deLongpre
Guest Writer
On February 24 GVSC’s Lunchbreak 
Series presented the Theatre Ballet 
Company of Canada. The dance 
company played to full auditorium at 
the Louis Armstrong Theatre.
The Theatre Ballet of Canada has 
been in existence for five years, under 
the director of Lawrence Gradus. They 
currently are on tour for twelve weeks 
around the United States.
The Garden was the first dance 
presented. The principal dancers were 
Roderick Johnson, Linda Arkelian and 
Greg Dawson. This dance almost 
escaped into modem dance style with 
the imaginative use of hoops and 
umbrellas. The light, airy touch was 
beneficial to the flowers, clouds, and 
butterflies invading the garden.
"Symetrie Inquientante” means 
worrisome symmetry. This was an 
applicable title for the music, written 
by Ruth Crawford Seeger, which
self-confidence can replace self-doubt 
At some point, in this short and 
intense initiation, Cory Aquino stopped 
comparing her qualifications to those of 
some mythical "president" and started 
comparing them to the competition. 
(What on earth did she know about 
being president? What did Marcos 
know?) At some point, she started to 
feel the strength that comes from
produced an uneven proportion. The 
eerie, helplessness conveys the pushing 
and pulling of this modem ballet. This 
was a more physically challenging 
movement to the principals of 
Emmanuelle Gill-Houpert, Jacques 
M arcil, Deborah W ashington and 
Timothy Clarkin.
The performance of "Tribute" was an 
inspiration to all who came to see 
ballet at its finest. Tribute was in the 
general sense, a classical ballet. The 
dancers were aided by the work of Bach 
to achieve a buoyant, spirited ballet. 
The whole cast executed this dance with 
pleasure.
For those who have a fervor for 
dance, this performance had a lot of 
different styles to offer. For the rest of 
us, it gave us the thrill to watch a 
performance. GVSC should be 
applauded for being able to get a 
company of this stature for the 
Lunchbreak Series. The free admission 
was merely an added incentive for 
attendance.
building one small win into another and 
larger victory.
The Aquino government is in its 
infancy and the jostling for power has
just begun. But I don’t believe that 
Cory Aquino will end up as a
figurehead in a yellow dress brought Out 
for state occasions.
presents
singer/songwriter
© A M  P E E K
from "Am erica"...to solo
Thursday, March 13th 
Louis Armstrong Theater
Free Adm ission
a timeless symbol of your achievements
WIN A 10K GOLD CLASS 
RING OF YOUR CHOICE
ENTRY FORMS AVAILABLE AT 
MAIN DECK BOOKSTORE
I
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Meaning
Con’t from pg 1
strike a pot hole with a jarring motion.
Can this be real? I thought quietly. This wasn't a 
book or a Saturday matinee! A group of black students 
had enclosed me in my seat. The glimmer of their 
snarling white teeth taunted me with a flurry of 
questions. Do you like blacks? Is your momma black? 
I wondered silently if I would have the right answers, 
fast enough. I saw beyond the wildness in their eyes, to 
a depth that showed their desire to be free from 
oppressions, but it was mixed with a raging anger and a 
touch of fear. All of these feelings were being directed 
towards me, but why? They kept taunting me with 
questions. Would you date a black boy? Are you mad, 
huh? They had become a visual crowd of black students 
with no leader or direction to vent their anger
Orchestra tunes 
up for concerts
By Amy Klorforn
S taff W riter
The GVSC Jazz Orchestra is getting better all the 
time. Thursday, Febuary 28, the orchestra performed 
before a receptive audience of approximately 45 people 
at the Kirkhof Center.
The band opened with the tune "Fun Time”, a Count 
Basie favorite, featuring Stephen Durst on the piano. 
Highlights of the two hour performance included Angie 
Schwartz singing the ballad "For AH We Know”.
Other numbers performed included "Groovin Easy”, 
"Disco Kid", and a few melodies from the Big Band Era, 
such as Glenn Miller's "In The Mood", "Heaviness in 
Blue", and "By All Means”. A rock version of the old 
hit "Chattanooga Choo-Choo", recently revised by the 
Grand Rapids Symphony, was also featured. Thom 
Gault, on trumpet, led the band as they played Billy 
Joel's "Just The Way You Are".
The orchestra is rehearsinbg for an upcoming spring 
concert tour. Saturday, March 1 marked the group's 
13th appearance at Aquinas' Intercollegiate Jazz 
Festival.
They will perform in concert March 21, in the Louis 
Armstrong Theater. All 19 members of the orchestra 
are looking forward to performing in Grand Valley's 
second annual jazz festival to take place Friday, April 
18 at Grand Valley's Field House. This is the same 
festival which featured drummer Buddy Rich last year, 
and will this year feature the Bill Porter Jazz Ensemble. 
Ticket sales will be announced at a future date.
1 -
't/G
! 'umptfl player Thom Gault lcenter) leads this trio 
n*>rnblowers during Thursdays Jazz Orchestra 
c rjurmance m the K irhhof Center Ike  group will 
tppear Fiarih 21. at LAT/CFA 
Photo by Tom Santarlas
constructively, they were going to control me because I 
was a minority. This bus was their domain. No one 
would interfere with what was going on. The bus driver 
would continue to drive the bus to its destination and 
never see or hear anything. The fear in my heart had 
grown to astronomical size, I knew everyone carried 
knives, and the time had lapsed into eternity. " I 
wondered if I’d ever see the green grasses of 1968, or 
would I ever feel a regular heart beat again, or play with 
my friends in the warm sunlight
My mind insisted I be brave and refuse the impulse to 
pass out. I clenched my hands and could feel the cool, 
clammy touch of my flesh, I wondered how much I 
could cope with. I felt trapped in a vacuum while the 
black students threatened my very existence.
They moved in closer, I could feel their warm breath 
on my skin as they screamed at me. Then I felt the 
stinging pain, I knew without seeing that it was from 
the piercing cold steely edge of a switch blade, slicing 
my throat. Warm trickles of blood creeped down my 
neck, as emotions of fear continued to grow inside me, 
tears began to streak my face. Their questions 
continued to reel/about me. "You gettin' off at the 
tracks with us?" "Mr. Hill gonna flunk you cause you 
white!" I thought I was going to be physically ill, I 
couldn't focus on an answer to anything. They 
demanded a response but I couldn't even nod my head. 
My head began to pound with the pressure of a headache
from the stress and confusion. The questions seemed 
simple. What was the difference between black and 
white folks? Would I go to an all black school? 
Finally, I screamed at them. "I'm not even out of 
school! How can I have all the right answers for you?"
The bus rolled to an expected stop at the railroad 
tracks. The black students all stampeded off the bus 
laughing and horsing around. 1 was left alone, gasping 
to fill my lungs with air, and wipe my tear stained face, 
and nurse my injured neck. I compulsively peered out 
the dirty window feeling an emptiness of despair, and 
noticed for the first time our town was not only divided 
by color but physically by a railroad.
That was my early spring of 1968; 1 did survive the 
bus ride home from school that afternoon. I didn't
answer the angry students' questions that afternoon on 
our bus ride home, or even think about the questions for 
a long time. I wrapped myself tightly in a cocoon of 
self pity, fear, and anger directed towards the black 
students and my inability to handle such a situation. I 
eventually learned only to be tough and mean and 
spiteful. It was the best way to survive.
Today I realize after many years of hiding from reality 
the great depths of anger, fear, tension, and hatred with a 
lot of physical violence, mostly from oppression from 
the freedoms that others had did continue that year. 
Martin Luther King Jr. died later thaVspring of 1968, 
but he had a dream and the words to'Convey it to 
everyone, everywhere. My ride on the bus after school 
years ago reminds me today of my fear and the terror 
that I lived through then. This exposure to violence had 
to be similar to the bus rides in the south where people 
lost their lives and others feared for theirs. Martin 
Luther King wanted black and white people to join in 
harmony, to show consideration and respect for each 
other and work directly towards freedom and better 
human rights and human dignity for everyone. He was 
willing to take responsibility for his actions and 
continued to hope and work towards his dream.
Today's holiday on the third Monday of January gives 
people a chance to reflect on society's mistakes and gain 
a better understanding of human rights for eveyone. In 
this initial celebration however we seem to have taken 
a commercial route, with videos and televised parties 
that are so large they have to be given from three 
seperate locations. I hope that after sincere people have 
worked eighteen years to get this holiday it will have 
more of a pure meaning in the future. Our memory 
can't be void, of all the horrible problems people 
struggled to overcome, so that we could share the 
freedoms of our great country together. Today's holiday 
is in memory of a man with a great command of the 
English language; this man didn't wait for someone else 
to take action or another time to solve a problem that 
was causing suffering to so many. He had a dream, and 
we should have dreams also so great, and strive toward 
them; and if they fade, become more aware of the next 
and hold on to it.
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Sports------------
Ludwick and Allen pace Lakers to victory
By John  Staten 
S taff W riter
Grand Valley State's men 
basketball team closed out its season 
with a 81-72 win over a tough Northern 
Michigan team.
Robert Allen and Tim Ludwick 
posted Grand Valley State to a 42-32 
halftime lead. Allen and Ludwick threw 
in 14 points a piece.
In the second half the Lakers held a 
slim lead 50-48 with 10:37 remaining 
in the game. Bill Harris tied the game
with a long jum per with 9:48 
remaining. A break away slam dunk by 
Mike Davis made it 62-56 with 6:25 
left in the contest. Kevin Dungey's 
layup off an offensive rebound made 
the score 67-62. Robert Allen hit two 
straight baskets to give the Lakers a 
71-62 lead. From there he Lakers never 
looked back.
Robert Allen closed out a Fine career 
at Grand Valley with 26 points to lead 
all scorers. Tim Ludwick had a career 
high of 24 points and 5 rebounds. The 
win made the Lakers 14-14 overall.
photos by Tom Santarlas
Salute to Lakey's Seniors
By Rodrick Wells 
Sports Editor
Robert Allen- The 62 leaper led 
the Lakers in rebounding this season 
with 8 a game. Allen is known for his 
crowd pleasing dunks. Allen js the all 
time leading scorer for junior college 
transfers at Grand Valley. Established 
highest single game field goal 
percentage with a 10 for 10 
performance. Named to the All-GLIAC 
team as a senior.
Tracy Byrd- a  5'5 guard holds
the record for assists in one game with 
16. Single season assist record holder 
(201). Tracy is second on the all time 
assist charts with 330. Byrd made her 
mark with her teamplay and leadership 
attributes. Tracy's career high was 16 
points.
Randy Parlor- Randy did it all 
in 4 years at Grand Valley State. Parlor 
ranks third on the all-time point list 
with a total of 1544. Parlor is the 
career leader in assist with 405. Parlor 
also holds the record for steals with a 
total of 193. Randy's leadership and 
ability to make the clutch shot was his 
trademark. Randy has a career high of 
34 points and led the Lakers in scoring 
3 of his 4 seasons
M a r y  A n n  S c o t t  The 5 lu 
power forward holds the career field goal 
percentage record with a 60% 
efficiency. Scott averaged 12 points as 
a senior and led the team in rebounding 
with a 8 6 average Scott is the leading 
scoerer among junior college transfers 
at Grand Valles State College She 
made second team All-GLIAC Career 
high 29 points
Hill R oach A h I guard made the 
team as a walk-on Roach made his 
mark with his intensity and aggressive 
defense Roach wav a co-captain as a 
senior
Lady Lakers finish at 21-7
By John  Staten 
S taff W rite r
The Lady Lakers of Grand Valley 
State closed out an outstanding season 
with a 86-73 win over Northern 
Michigan University.The Lady Lakers 
ended the season with a record of 21-7 
and a third place finish in the confrence.
The Lady Lakers took a 44-35 
halftime lead on the strength of their 
rebounding. Jill Meerman and Mary 
Ann Scott lead a balanced scoring attack 
with 11 and 10 points respectively.
In the second half Rose Antrim got
MEN'S STANDINGS
Gliac Overall
Wayne State 14-2 22-6
Ferris State 12-4 18-9
Lake Superior 10-6 13-14
Grand Valley 8-8 14-14
Saginaw Valley 7-9 18-10
Hillsdale 6-10 15-14
Michigan Tech 6-10 12-15
Oakland 5-11 13-15
Northwood 4-12 11-16
hot and held off a Wildcat rally virtually 
by herself. Antrim lead Grand.Valley 
to a 64-47 advantage with two long 
jumpers from the corner. Another 
jumper by Antrim with 5:14 remaining 
made the score 77-54. The Lakers 
cruised from that point on. Rose 
Antrim led all scerers with '22 points. 
Jill Meerman bombed in 19 for the 
Lakers and Mary Ann Scott in her last 
game as a Laker contributed 11 points. 
Sue Polus led all rebounders with 11. 
Karen Lazen led the Wildcats with 15 
points and 6 rebounds.
W OM EN’S STANDINGS
Gliac Overall
Saginaw Valley 15-1 26-3
Lake Superior 14-2 23-4
Grand Valley 11-5 21-7
Ferris State 10-6 15-11
Northwood 8-8 13-13
Wayne State 4-12 13-15
Oakland 4-12 13-15
Michigan Tech 3-13 7-20
Hillsdale 3-13 6-19
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By Je ff Elliot
S taff W riter
Grand Valley State's softball team 
has several reasons to be optimistic 
about the upcoming season.
The Lakers are coming off a fine 
22-12 record. Returning ten letterman 
including a solid group of juniors who 
compiled a 37-23-1 record in their first 
two seasons. The six juniors form the 
backbone of a squad which Finished 8-4 
in the Great Lakes Conference dual 
standings and second in the GLIAC 
tournament.
Grand Valley's core of juniors 
include: Trish Johnson (Frankfort), 
Kim Bradeen (Otsego), Liz Baker 
(Brandon), Annette Ulasich (Clarkston), 
Cathy Chartier (Marine City) and Lisa 
Vawter (Lakeview).
Vawter (.316, 3, 19)(0F) supplied 
instant offense for the Lakers. The 
versatile catcher-outfielder was named to 
the first team All-Great Lakes 
Conference as well as NCAA 
All-District team. The powerful junior 
became the first female to clear the 
fence at GVSC last year. She did it 
three times. Johnson (14-5, 0.74 ERA) 
was rewarded for her mound 
achievements with All-Great Lakes 
Conference honors.
Two Lakers, Ulasich (P/3B) (.303 
conf.) and Coomes (C) (.232), were
named 2nd team All-Conference.
Sophomore outfielder Liz Huyck 
(.304) saw action in 18 games last 
season and will be counted on to help 
pick up the slack for the only graduated 
starter Jackie Dumka.
Coach Pat Baker's infield is solid 
throughout with Chartier (.253) at 
shortstop and senior Julie Raymond at 
second base. At the comers the Lakers 
return junior Baker (.335) at first base 
and Ulasich will reign at third when 
she's not on the mound. "Our defense 
was strong last season and with another 
year of experience under our belt we 
should be very strong", says coach 
Baker.
Two freshmen, Heidi Parent and 
Kathy DeVries, will be counted on 
heavily to back the pitching of Johnson 
and Ulasich. "Pitching is always the 
key," explained Baker, "we've already 
lost a couple of pitchers to injuries and 
illness which hurt our depth on the 
mound.
Baker sees Saginaw Valley, Wayne 
State and Grand Valley battling for the 
top spot again this year. "The key will" 
be whoever's bats come alive down the 
stretch and the pitching staff which 
holds up the best.” If the Lakers can 
avoid further injuries they should find 
themselves in the thick of the GLIAC 
race again this season.
The Road to Dallas
Bv Rodrick Wells 
Sports Editor
Its the time of the year when 
rumpuses all across the country are 
bubbling with joy anticipating their 
school playing in the N C.A.A 
basketball tournament Who do we 
plus'1 Where do we play? W hat s our 
seed 1 March Madness has everyone on 
the edge ot their seats
Fans love to sit at home and listen to 
Dick Vitale, Al McGuirre and Billy 
Packer predict who will be in the Final 
Four. Well fans this year there is no 
need for that. Why should waste 
valuable time listening to the V itale
gang,when you can read the Lanthorn 
and get the scoop from "The Cheech" 
This year college basketball has great 
parity. There isn't a Patrick Ewing or a 
dominant Georgetown team. At leasi 
25 teams have the potential to go all 
the wav I think it will be Duke and 
Louisville for all the marbles in Dallas 
This is how I view each region 
MIDWEST-Favonte: Michigan 
Sleeper Iowa 
EAST-Favonte Duke 
SleeperNavy
w EST-Favome Louisv die 
Sleeper.I N L V
SOLTHEAST-Favorue Memphis St 
Sleeper Xavier
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Antrim, Scott and Meerman receive honors
M ID LA N D --League champion 
Saginaw Valley captured three major 
awards on the 1985-86 All-Great Lakes 
Conference Women’s Basketball team, 
which was selected Sunday, March 2 by 
the GLIAC coaches.
Saginaw Valley senior forward Sonja 
Paquin, who led the GLIAC in scoring 
with a 21.1 average, was named 
Player-of-the-Year, SVSC first-year 
head coach Claudette Chamey was voted 
Coach-of-the-Year, and Lady Cardinal 
guard Paulette Martin was elected 
Freshman-of-the-Year.
Chamey, who succeeded three-time 
GLIAC Coach-of-the-Year Marsha 
Reall at SVSC this season, took over a 
Saginaw Valley team with no returning 
starters and led the Lady Cards to their 
third straight conference title with a 
15-1 league mark.
Paquin and Martin also were two of 
the five players named to the GLIAC 
All-Defensive team. Joining them were 
Wayne Stale's Marie Doss, Lake 
Superior's Teresa Watwood, and Grand 
Valley’s J ill Meerman
Onl y t wo r epea t e r s - - bot h  
sophomores -joined Paquin on the 
All-GLIAC team, which this year was 
split into a First and Second team. 
Grand Valley sophomore forward Rose 
Antrim , who finished third in scoring 
in the conference with 18.4 points per 
game, was named to the First Team, 
and Lake Superior State sophomore 
point guard Erica Ledy, third in the 
GLIAC with 6.2 assists per game, was 
voted to the Second Team.
Other members of the First Team 
All-GLIAC were sophomore forward 
Gwen Wilkie (16.2 points per game) of 
Lake Superior, GLIAC rebounding 
champion Marie Doss (15.7 points, 
13.6 rebounds) of Wayne State, and 
Ferris State junior forward Karen 
Kramer (15.3 points).
The Second Team consisted of Ledy, 
Northwood senior guard Paula Peterson 
(18.5), Michigan Tech junior forward 
Mary Fisher (16.6), Grand Valley 
senior forward Mary A nn Scott 
(11.8) and Oakland sophomore forward 
Sarah Knuth(13.1).
1
YOU’VE GOT TK GOALS,
WFVE GOT THE OPPORTUNITIES.
Allen and Dungey named to All-GLIAC tean^
You’ve studied hard to earn your 
degree. And you know where you 
want it to take you. Whatever your 
field, we’ve got a program that can 
help you make the most of it. As a 
Naval officer.
In business management, 
engineering, law, personnel admin­
istration, systems analysis, as well as 
other professional fields, as a Naval 
officer, you start off with a manage­
ment position. And you gain experi­
ence and responsibility it might take 
years to get in a corporation
tionpl benefits include free medical 
and dental care, thirty  days’ paid 
vacation each year and a host of other 
allowances.
Minimum qualifications require a 
BA or BS degree, U S. citizenship 
and security clearance. You must not 
have reached your 29th birthday by 
commissioning, and you must pass 
an aptitude and physical test
M ID LA N D -The 1985-86 Great 
Lakes C onference scoring and 
rebounding champions, both repeaters 
from last year's all-league team, 
represented conference champion Wayne 
State U niversity on this year's 
All-GLIAC Men's Basketball team, 
selected by the league coaches Sunday, 
March 2.
Wayne State's Raheem Muhammad, 
a 6-8 senior center who won his third 
straight GLIAC rebounding title with a 
15.3 per game average, and junior 
forward Grady Lowry, who averaged 
20.2 points per game for his second 
consecutive scoring championship, 
were both named to the All-GLIAC 
team for the second straight year.
Muhammad, who was runnerup to 
Lowry in the scoring race with a 19.6 
average, was named the Most Valuable 
Player as he led the Tartars to a 14-2 
conference mark and a berth in the 
NCAA II tournament.
Lake Superior State's Bob Eldndge, 
who improved his team from a 
sixth-place 7-9 record in 1985 to a 
third-place 10-6 this year, was named 
Coach-of-the-Y ear.
Second place Ferris State placed
on-wed 9a.m. to p^.m.
NAVY OFFICERS GET RESPONSIBILITY FAST.
.
Peppinos Pizza
\
Swimming Coach Dewey Newsome gets his head shaved after winning coach of ihe year|
honors in the GLI AC Photo bv Tom Santarlas
Good starting salaries and excep- 
juniorsGerald Woodberry (17.81 points Navy Officer Representative will be on campus March 20 
per game) and Robert A lexanderlsign Up the Placement Office for an interview before 
(17.75), who finished third and fourth| March 19 or call' us toll free at 1-800-922-1703.
in scoring in the GLIAC, on the^Q p_ e^d 93.hi. to 2t 
all-league team, while Oakland |
University's senior forward Chris i 
Howze (15.1) joined Muhammad and l 
Lowry as the only other repeater from 
last year's team.
Other members of the 1985-86 
All-GLIAC team were: Grand Valley 
senior forward Robert Allen  (14.8) 
and junior forward Kevin Dungey  
(16.1); Lake Superior junior guard 
Mike West (15.8); Hillsdale senior 
forward Fred Cumberland (15.8), who 
led the league with a .617 field goal 
pecentage; and Saginaw Valley senior 
center Steve Schmok (13.8).
Schmok and Oakland sophomore 
guard Scott Bittinger were repeaters on 
the league's All-Defensive team. The 
other three voted to the team were 
Saginaw Valley senior guard Larry 
King, Ferris State senior forward Kurt 
Stevens, and Wayne State sophomore 
guard Mike Thornton.
Ferris State’s Jarvis Walker, a 6-1
GLIAC I  W E  HAVE B EEN  A R O U N D  FOR 10 YEA R S
"W E  K N O W  H O W "
ACROSS THE STREET FROM 
G .V.S .C .
0-4647 Lake Michigan Drive 
A llendale, Ml 
895-4308
E C O N O M Y  S T R O M B O L I-2  lte m s -$1 .9 5  
J U M B O  S T R O M B O L I-3  lte m s-$2 .75
For the m onth  of M arch  P e p p in o s  P izza  is 
o ffe r ing  the  fo l lo w in g  spec ia l Tu es . & Thur.
° n ly ' * .50 off a 12" p izza
* .75 off a 14" p izza
*$ 1 .00 off a 16" p izza
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